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With that being said, Qian Ge revealed a cold smirk on her lips. 

She only sought out Xie Siyao back then and suggested her boyfriend to help because she knew he had 

terminal cancer and would only have a year to live. 

Even if Xie Siyao’s boyfriend back then used the money for better treatment, he would only survive two 

to three more years. 

The incident happened eight years ago; Xie Siyao’s ex-boyfriend had long turned into a pile of bones. 

She wanted to see just how Xie Siyao was going to expose the culprit without implicating herself! 

Xie Siyao probably never imagined Qian Ge would hit back. Having to face what she said, Xie Siyao didn’t 

make a sound. 

Qian Ge saw Xie Siyao wasn’t saying anything, so the cold smirk on her lips became more prominent. 

“Xie Siyao, weren’t you really talkative just now? Why aren’t you saying anything now? A phone call can 

clear up the confusion. Why don’t you call? Or do you not know how to make a call? Or how about I help 

you make the call?” 

Xie Siyao, who hadn’t said a word for a while now, viciously swatted Qian Ge’s arm away from her when 

Qian Ge’s fingers were just about to touch her phone. 

“What? Feeling guilty? You don’t dare to let me call?” scoffed Qian Ge coldly as she turned her head 

towards the reporters. “Everybody’s seen it now. If what Xie Siyao said earlier was true, why doesn’t she 

even dare let me make the call...” 

Before Qian Ge could finish, Xie Siyao stood to one side and suddenly blurted out, “Because he’s dead!” 

The group of people at the scene all turned to Xie Siyao in astonishment when she suddenly spoke out. 

Xie Siyao paused for two seconds then explained in a little more detail. “The boyfriend I was with eight 

years ago has already passed away.” 

“Passed away?” Qian Ge looked like she heard the funniest joke as she softly chuckled. “Xie Siyao, your 

only witness is someone who passed away in accusing me of being the mastermind behind the incident 

back then?” 

“Looks like you should do your homework before you try to tarnish me! You deliberately chose a dead 

person who can’t testify while you talked so much nonsense and tried to destroy me. Didn’t you?!” 

“I never imagined you would involve a dead person. He already left this world, so you can say whatever 

you want. I question whether you were actually his girlfriend when he was alive though...” 

“What about you? Aren’t you afraid of karma?” After Qian Ge finished talking, Xie Siyao raised her hand 

and brutally slapped her face. “I never imagined you were actually such a b*tch!” 



“You dare to accuse me of trying to tarnish you. Deep down, shouldn’t you know whether I’m truly 

trying to tarnish you or not?” 

Qian Ge might not have seen that slap coming, but at that moment, her immediate reaction after Xie 

Siyao slapped her was to slap her right back. 

But unfortunately, Qian Ge was weak from the drugs, so Xie Siyao grabbed her wrist before her hand 

could touch Xie Siyao’s face. 

Xie Siyao mercilessly slapped Qian Ge twice then ruthlessly shoved her to the floor. As though she was 

releasing a type of anger that wouldn’t dissipate, she crushed Qian Ge’s body and started to punch and 

kick her. 

Xie Siyao didn’t get up again until after she ran out of strength and was left panting. 
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She kicked off her high heels then raised her bare feet and stepped on Qian Ge’s chest. She towered 

over her and continued to move her lips. 

“Qian Ge, you really won’t know fear until you’re close to death. Since you won’t accept defeat, I’ll show 

you proof!” 

With that, Xie Siyao viciously glared at Qian Ge then picked up her own phone and pressed the screen 

with both hands. She then showed the screen to the cameras in front of her. 

A video played on Xie Siyao’s phone. 

The picture quality was terrible; it must’ve been taken by an old device. 

The video was of two people in a classy hotel room. 

Even though the two of them looked really young, everyone watching could tell it was Qian Ge and Xie 

Siyao. 

There was a cigarette between Qian Ge’s fingertips and a wine glass in Xie Siyao’s hand. 

In the beginning, no one said anything, but after a couple seconds of silence, Qian Ge blew out a ring of 

smoke. “Let me ask you – do you really feel hard done by with Ji Yi always giving you pressure?” she 

asked. 

Xie Siyao thought about it for a short while then replied, “Your relationship with Ji Yi is so good, so why 

should I believe you?” 

Qian Ge replied at an alarming speed with practically no break. “Believe me based on the fact that I 

don’t want to always be pressured by Ji Yi!” 

The video fell silent once again. After a few seconds, Xie Siyao seemed cooperative. “Do you have a solid 

plan?” 



“Of course I do. If I didn’t, I wouldn’t have come to see you.” Qian Ge lit another cigarette and elegantly 

took two puffs. “From what I understand, your boyfriend has terminal cancer. The doctor said he won’t 

live past the end of this year, am I right?” continued Qian Ge. 

Xie Siyao didn’t understand. “What connection does he have with our situation in showbiz?” 

“Of course there’s a connection; he’s the main reason why I came to see you.” Qian Ge took two steps 

towards Xie Siyao then lowered her voice and continued by saying, “Since he won’t live for too long, he 

definitely won’t care about his life. As long as he can help us get rid of Ji Yi, the studio Ji Yi single-

handedly founded will be mine. I can give you a big portion of the shares so even if your acting career 

doesn’t take off, you’ll still get money every year. What’s more, if we don’t do this to Ji Yi, aren’t you 

afraid we won’t get famous if you worked with me?” 

“But how can I get him to agree to help us do all this?” From the video, Xie Siyao looked uncertain and 

hesitant. 

“Give him money. He has parents, right? Without him around, his parents need some money, right? And 

there’s you. Does he love you? If he loves you, go persuade him. That’s the best way.” 

Xie Siyao looked like she was in deep contemplation for a long while before she replied. “I’ll try.” 

“Wait for my good news.” Qian Ge’s brows lifted and she revealed a conniving smile. She grabbed her 

purse and her pack of cigarettes then replied, “I can’t stay here for too long, so I’m off. When you get my 

message, remember to reply.” 

As Qian Ge left, she shut the door and the setting of the video changed. 

It was Qian Ge and Xie Siyao once again. The two of them were meeting in the same hotel room. 

“I’ve persuaded him, but he said a million is too little. He wants two million,” said Xie Siyao. 
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After a moment of silent contemplation, Qian Ge replied, “Can do. But I’ll give him a million for now and 

I’ll give him the second million after it’s done.” 

Xie Siyao didn’t reply. She pulled her phone out and made a call. 

She repeated what Qian Ge said on the phone in front of her. Qian Ge couldn’t hear what the other 

person said on the phone, but Xie Siyao said “Goodbye” then hung up. “He agreed to it. He wanted me 

to ask you when you want it done.” 

“Next Wednesday. That day, Ji Yi and I need to go somewhere. In the evening, I’ll make an excuse not to 

go with her. Then she’ll be the only one in the car.” With a pause, Qian Ge added, “Please pass the 

message onto your boyfriend and make sure he’s brutal enough. If he can kill Ji Yi right there, that would 

be best. If she doesn’t die, he can leave her paralyzed. All in all, I never want to see her appearing in the 

entertainment industry ever again.” 

“Got it. I’ll pass the word on,” said Xie Siyao. 



“If there’s nothing else, I’ll be off. Remember to always keep your phone turned on next Wednesday; I 

might call you at any time,” said Qian Ge. 

The video finished playing to this point before coming to a stop. 

Xie Siyao wasn’t in a hurry to deal with Qian Ge, who was still pinned beneath her feet. Instead, she 

turned to the reporters and said, “Who wants the video? Take the phone in my hands and send it to 

your own phones.” 

With that said, Xie Siyao raised her phone and stretched her hand out to the reporters. 

After one reporter with quick reflexes snatched it first, Xie Siyao then lowered her head and looked over 

at Qian Ge. 

“You didn’t really think that when you first came to see me, I would just agree to work with you and not 

leave myself with a backup plan, did you?” 

“After so many years, I didn’t tell you about the existence of this video because you didn’t piss me off! 

You promised to give me shares; you worked hard to allow me to join the team and make me famous. 

My issues with my career were my fault, so I’m not angry with you about that. But you stole Chen 

Mingda! You drugged me and sent me to another man, made me endure a miscarriage and you 

publically slept with Chen Mingda! For all that, there’s no way I could just take it lying down! For me to 

expose you in front of everyone, it shows just how confident I am!” 

Publically sleep with Chen Mingda? 

Qian Ge, who couldn’t get up after Xie Siyao kicked her, could only turn her head and look over at the 

person in bed, lying under the covers. 

The person I slept with was actually Chen Mingda? 

“Let me tell you, Qian Ge... You ruined everything for me, so I’m going to ruin your life no matter the 

cost! Don’t think I won’t expose you in front of these reporters. This is over.” After she said this, Xie 

Siyao suddenly looked over at the reporters. “Are you done with my phone? If so, can you give it back to 

me? 

“Wait a second. Here you go,” hurriedly replied the person who had Xie Siyao’s phone. After a moment, 

he handed the phone to Xie Siyao and said, “Thanks.” 

Xie Siyao didn’t reply but grabbed her phone and tapped a key buttons on the screen. Then she made a 

call. 

The phone rang several times before the call went through. Xie Siyao’s tone of voice sounded resolute 

when she said, “Hello, is this 110? I want to hand myself in!” 

Yes. She wanted to hand herself in. She wanted to take those videos to the police station to hand herself 

in and paint Qian Ge as the main culprit! She wanted Qian Ge to rightfully pay the price for the crime of 

intentional assault. 
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Lying on the floor, Qian Ge heard Xie Siyao calling the police and started to fight back. “Xie Siyao, are 

you crazy? Do you know that if you hand yourself in, I won’t be the only one going down? You’ll go down 

too. Don’t forget that you were an accomplice. You can’t run away from lawful prosecution...” 

Xie Siyao heard Qian Ge protesting, so she increased the pressure in her foot that was holding Qian Ge 

down. Not only did Xie Siyao not hesitate for a second after hearing Qian Ge’s words, but her tone of 

voice over the phone sounded even more resolute. “I’m at Beiyang Hall. My name is Xie Siyao.” 

When Qian Ge heard this, she instantly stopped struggling and motionlessly laid sprawled on the floor 

like a deflated ball. 

This time, Qian Ge knew was really done for... completely done for. 

Qian Ge had always been cunning. After so many years, she never really saw Xie Siyao as a threat. From 

the very beginning, when she worked with Xie Siyao to defeat Ji Yi, she always had a mentality of using 

Xie Siyao. For the past few years, even though everyone saw them as sisters, she always looked down on 

Xie Siyao. 

When Qian Ge found out Ji Yi and He Jichen were living incredibly happily together, all she could think 

about was destroying Ji Yi and crushing her happiness. That was why she betrayed Xie Siyao with no 

hesitation at all. 

She schemed so carefully but she never imagined she would fall at the hands of Xie Siyao at the very 

end... 

My plan was flawless! How did things end up like this today?! 

Qian Ge ignored the reporters everywhere taking non-stop photos, nor did she bother with the 

gossiping of female celebrities present, watching the drama unfold. She laid on the floor and stared up 

at the ceiling, racking her brain over how she got defeated. 

Chen Mingda was trash. From the moment she met him, he’d endlessly been trying to send her signals 

to be his lover. 

Although she looked down on Xie Siyao, she never wanted Xie Siyao to misunderstand things, so she 

pretended to not have understood Chen Mingda’s signals. 

She promised and told Yang Li that Chen Mingda would take revenge on him. However, Qian Ge really 

didn’t do anything to facilitate that. 

If Xie Siyao hadn’t suffered a miscarriage and cried to Qian Ge about what happened with Yang Li and 

how she didn’t know who took those photos and sent them to him, Qian Ge wouldn’t even have known 

Chen Mingda knew about them. 

Also, how did I end up having sex with Chen Mingda? And how did Xie Siyao know I drugged her? 

As those questions entered Qian Ge’s mind one at a time, her brows started to furrow, bit by bit. 

Aside from her, the only one who knew she drugged Xie Siyao was Yang Li... Yang Li! 



Qian Ge’s eyes squinted fiercely. 

All of sudden, she remembered how Yang Li handed her a wine glass not too long ago in the dining hall! 

In the past, she even saw Yang Li and Xiao Yang exchanging eye contact, so Yang Li actually colluded with 

Xiao Yang ages ago! 

She arranged for Xiao Yang to drug Ji Yi, but Xiao Yang didn’t do it at all. The drug was in Yang Li’s hands 

ages ago and it entered Qian Ge’s stomach instead. 

And Yang Li told her there were a lot of people around so they should talk outside. That was actually just 

a pretense. 

Yang Li took Qian Ge’s drugged body to the room prepared for Ji Yi then he grabbed her phone and 

messaged Chen Mingda... But there were no grudges between her and Yang Li. Why would he do this? 
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Before Qian Ge could think things through, two reporters raised their microphones and placed them 

next to her. 

“Miss Qian Ge, may I ask – after everything that just happened, is there anything you want to say?” 

“Miss Qian Ge, may I ask how you will apologize to Miss Ji Yi?” 

Following the interrogating of Qian Ge from these two reporters, other reporters came to their senses 

and also surrounded her with their microphones raised. 

“Miss Qian Ge, after hearing Xie Siyao’s comments, don’t you think you are lying to the public as your 

public persona and your real persona contrast completely?” 

“Miss Qian Ge...” 

– 

Holy sh*t! She practically blew my mind! I truly never imagined Qian Ge would actually be that kind of 

person!” 

“Yeah! I really thought Ji Yi’s car accident just an accident! I never imagined that someone orchestrated 

it!” 

“To have a best friend like that is freaking tragic. I heard Ji Yi was in coma for three whole years! When 

she first returned to the industry, I heard she wasn’t very fit and after filming for a while, she would 

break out in a sweat.” 

“Xie Siyao was freaking awesome! She actually called the police to hand herself in at the end!” 

“She must’ve had enough! If it were me and my boyfriend got stolen and my child was miscarried as a 

result, I would’ve done the same!” 

“So after everything that was said, Qian Ge really has no bottom line! Xie Siyao is a pretty pitiful!” 



“What do you mean pitiful? She was an accomplice back then! If Qian Ge hadn’t pissed her off, would 

she have done it? She doesn’t deserve any sympathy at all!” 

“Yeah! She’s not worth sympathizing over. It’s a dog-eat-dog world! But about He Jichen, I think he’s 

pretty manly! He actually stabbed Qian Ge with a knife for the woman he loved! What did he say again? 

He gets major boyfriend points!” 

“He said: ‘I will take your life in return for the injustice you inflicted on her’!” 

“Yeah yeah yeah!! So he’s still the God and he was never tarnished after all...” 

... 

In comparison to the endless excitement upstairs in the hotel room, the atmosphere in the dining hall, 

which had been live streaming everything, was equally lively. 

Soon after Xie Siyao hung up her call to the police, the police rushed into the hotel room. 

Xie Siyao wasn’t the only one handcuffed and taken away; Qian Ge was also arrested. 

The reporters didn’t stop taking photos, despite the police’s warnings. 

The live stream broadcasted everything on the big screen of the dining hall up until Qian Ge stepped 

into a police car. 

Qian Ge couldn’t be seen on the screen. Ji Yi’s gaze had been glued on the big screen ever since she 

came downstairs ages ago after changing into the new gown. 

He Jichen withdrew his lifeless gaze, turned his head and looked over at Ji Yi. 

The expression on her face was delighted and excited, but not over the top. There was a glint in her eyes 

and the corners of her lips were slightly raised. It let He Jichen know that in that very moment, she was 

incredibly happy deep down. 

He Jichen’s gaze turned a little warm as he stared at her for a while. Then he whispered, “Let’s go.” 

When Ji Yi heard this, she let out an “Okay” but her eyes never left the big screen. 

He Jichen got up first and fixed his shirt. Then he reached out and helped Ji Yi carry her bag. 

Sensing that he’d shifted, Ji Yi, who was still staring at the big screen, hurriedly got up and prepared to 

leave. 

He Jichen naturally held Ji Yi’s hand and he escorted her to the door. 

Ji Yi glanced back at the big screen after every three steps. 

It wasn’t until after they left the dining hall, got into the car, and He Jichen bent over to fasten her 

seatbelt that Ji Yi suddenly grabbed his hand. She put it to her mouth then unexpectedly bit him. 
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The pain made He Jichen’s hand tremble abruptly. 

After sensing his reaction, Ji Yi stopped biting. She raised her head, looked over at He Jichen and asked, 

“Did it hurt?” 

He Jichen swept a look at the clear teeth marks on the back of his hand then let out a “Hmph!” 

Ji Yi instantly laughed. “Looks like I didn’t just dream up everything that happened!” 

So to test if she was dreaming or not... she deliberately bit me? 

Ji Yi’s final word hadn’t fallen when He Jichen realized what she just did. He lowered his head and 

covered her lips. 

Quite a few people who had come to watch the drama started to leave the hall after everything 

unfolded too. 

The parking lot was open-air, so there were people walking around everywhere. 

He Jichen kissed Ji Yi without any reservation, so it instinctively made Ji Yi want to shy away. “He Jichen, 

there are so many people around...” 

He Jichen seemed to not have heard her because he turned his head slightly, found her lips again, and 

bit down hard. 

He kissed her roughly and slowly for a while until Ji Yi’s little face turned red from holding her breath. 

That was when He Jichen finally let her go. 

He wasn’t in a hurry to release her lips, so he kept his lips glued upon hers and whispered, “You just bit 

me. Now I bit you, so we’re even...” 

He’s such a petty man! I just bit him a little, and he wanted to bite me back... Ji Yi pouted. 

He Jichen kissed her lips like that twice then drew closer to Ji Yi’s ear. He lowered his voice and said in a 

seductive voice, “Compared to biting my hand, I like it more when you bite me down there...” 

Ji Yi, who instantly understood him, bit He Jichen hard on the face without a second thought. “He Jichen, 

you jerk!” 

“When we get back home, I’ll show you how much of a jerk I can be!” replied He Jichen in a great mood 

as he rubbed the spot on his face where he got bit. He shut the car door, walked around the front of the 

car then got in. 

The car started up and drove just a short distance away when Ji Yi’s eyelashes fluttered. She started to 

talk non-stop to He Jichen. 

“He Jichen, don’t you feel like your anger’s been all vented out?!” 

“Haha~ I never even dreamed Xie Siyao would ruthlessly beat Qian Ge like that. Even though I never hit 

her, it felt awesome to see her get beat up!” 

“But Qian Ge really doesn’t have a bottom line. She actually seduced Xie Siyao’s boyfriend and drugged 

her. Even though I really hate Xie Siyao, seeing them fight like that was pretty exciting! But I never knew 



Xie Siyao lost a child and was then played around by Qian Ge like that. Now that I think about it, she’s 

really pitiful!” 

“*Sigh*... with all that said, it’s all Qian Ge’s fault!” 

“Huh? I think I went off topic. Anyways, I should be happy...” 

I should be happy. The truth behind why you stabbed Qian Ge is finally out for the public to know. Even 

though you didn’t do anything wrong, you won’t be labeled as a “murderer” anymore. 

I should be happy. The heavens treated me well in the end. After I dropped my grudge, God inflicted 

karma upon Qian Ge. 

I should be happy to have met you in my lifetime. I fell in love with you and am with you. 

I should be happy. The moment I felt like I was going to die, you didn’t care about your own life and 

tried to help me get justice. 

Ji Yi stared out the window at the night sky endlessly passing by. All of a sudden, she remembered the 

charity gala from three years ago. She pretended to be pushed over by Qian Ge at the party, 

embarrassing herself on a live broadcast and inciting tons of people to curse her. 
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That night, she actually didn’t twist her ankle, but He Jichen immediately rushed over to her when he 

saw the live broadcast. 

He didn’t look good as he took her back, but when she called Qian Ge on a public phone to rub some salt 

in the wound, he still helped her. 

After she got in the car, he lectured her, yet she felt unusually warm. 

She clearly remembered the words she said to him that night: “I wanted to surprise you.” 

The atmosphere in the car was a little strange at the time. She half-jokingly said, “I was hoping YC would 

promote me, but if YC shuts down...” 

Before she could finish, he said, “Without YC, you still have me.” 

It felt like those words were spoken in slow-mo as each and every word leapt into her heart. All of a 

sudden, that night, a sentence appeared in her heart, “The glorious spring fell into autumn waters, 

summer days shone on spring mud. From here on out, you are the only one in my heart.” 

That was when she deeply and completely fell in love with him. 

Three years later, at the same charity event and driving on the same road, they were together now. 

... 

Before He Jichen got in the car, he told Ji Yi that even more heinous things were waiting for her when 

they got back home. 



After they returned home, He Jichen really did more heinous things to Ji Yi for a long time. 

After Ji Yi fell asleep from complete exhaustion, He Jichen, who had his eyes shut and looked fast asleep, 

opened his eyes, turned his head and stared at Ji Yi’s sleeping face for a while. Then he gently removed 

the covers, got out of bed, and walked into the bathroom. 

When He Jichen stepped out again, he was dressed immaculately. 

He walked over to the bedside and pulled the covers over Ji Yi. He lowered his head and kissed her 

forehead. Then he grabbed his wallet and car keys before leaving the bedroom. 

After he reached the parking lot and drove out of the residential area, He Jichen stopped the car by the 

road, glanced at his own home, reached for his phone and sent Chen Bai a message. 

Chen Bai sent him a message two hours ago. 

After He Jichen read it, he sent Chen Bai a reply then stepped on the gas again. He maneuvered the 

steering wheel and drove ahead on the empty streets deep into the night. 

“Mr. He, would you like a cup of tea?” 

He Jichen shook his head and immediately asked, “Where is she?” 

“In the interrogation room,” replied the person who escorted He Jichen. He then asked, “Do you want to 

go see her now?” 

He Jichen nodded gently in silence. 

“This way, Mr. He.” 

He Jichen caught up to the person escorting him. 

They walked down the hallway and took two turns before the person escorting him stopped after they 

reached the darkest part of the hallway. He pulled out some keys, opened the door then turned to He 

Jichen and said, “Here.” 

He Jichen nodded slightly. After the person escorting him stepped back, he shut the door. 

Qian Ge was sitting inside. She thought her lawyer had arrived, so she abruptly lifted her head when she 

heard the sound. 

When she saw He Jichen, the joy in her eyes instantly froze. 

He Jichen ignored the change in Qian Ge’s gaze and stood at the door quietly for a moment. Then he 

raised his feet and stepped in. 

He elegantly shut the door then leisurely walked up to the chair and desk in front of Qian Ge. He 

reached out and gently pulled the chair back as he casually sat down. 

Qian Ge’s gaze followed He Jichen’s path from the door to right in front of her. 

She stared at He Jichen unwaveringly for a long time. She noticed he didn’t show any intentions of 

speaking, so her lips twitched and she softly asked, “Are you here to laugh at me?” 
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“Do you think I’m that kind?” asked He Jichen with a soft mocking voice. He lifted his eyelids and swept 

Qian Ge a glance. 

He didn’t wait for Qian Ge to speak again before answering, “I’m here to strike you while you’re down.” 

Qian Ge pursed her lips tightly as she stared at He Jichen. 

He Jichen didn’t get mad. He pulled his phone out and tapped the screen a few times before he showed 

it to Qian Ge. 

It was a conversation thread. 

He Jichen and Chen Bai’s conversation. 

He Jichen: “Help me find out who Qian Ge’s lawyer is.” 

Chen Bai replied: “It’s Zhu Yi.” 

He Jichen: Contact him and ask him to reject all of Qian Ge’s commissions.” 

It was no wonder her lawyer hadn’t appeared for so long after she asked someone to contact him. As it 

turned out, He Jichen had been preventing him from showing up... The corners of Qian Ge’s lips pursed 

more tightly. Her fists clenched and visibly trembled. 

He Jichen sat in front of her calmly like he was nonchalantly admiring Qian Ge on fire. As though 

something just came to mind, he said, “Oh yeah! Without Zhu Yi, you can still call a different lawyer...” 

“I should think about this...” 

As He Jichen said this, he pulled his phone back from Qian Ge then typed away on the screen for a while. 

He pushed the phone before Qian Ge’s eyes again. 

There was a new message on the messages screen. He Jichen sent out: “Also, greet all the lawyers.” 

Qian Ge looked at the screen for a while. Her head shot up and stared at He Jichen. “He Jichen, don’t 

take it too far!” exclaimed Qian Ge with gritted teeth. 

Take it too far? What a real shame. To other people, perhaps he wouldn’t have taken things this far, but 

towards her, he didn’t show the slightest hint of mercy. 

An inkling of mockery rose within He Jichen’s eyes. 

His expression fell upon Qian Ge’s eyes. He was too much of an eye-sore as Qian Ge got agitated again. 

“What are you all smug about?! This time, I’m screwed because of Xie Siyao. It wasn’t like you were 

personally for it! Aren’t you so great? Didn’t you announce you’d trade your life to get justice for Ji Yi? 

But in the end, didn’t you achieve nothing?” 

“All I can say is that you’re lucky. You hit the jackpot from my misunderstanding with Xie Siyao! Between 

us, you’ve fought life and death for Ji Yi for so long, but in the end, you had to rely on Xie Siyao! Haha...” 



As Qian Ge’s laughter dissipated, He Jichen also laughed. “I always figured you were really smart. I never 

imagined you weren’t actually that smart after all. Even now, you don’t know how you got taken out?!” 

Qian Ge furrowed her brows slightly then she suddenly went completely silent. 

She stared at He Jichen for a while before she spoke as though she finally figured something out. “You 

took the photos of Xie Siyao and Yang Li under my name and sent them to Chen Mingda?” 

He Jichen didn’t say anything. 

Qian Ge gulped. After a moment of silence, she continued by saying, “You were working with Yang Li 

long ago? Yang Li was only working with Xiao Yang because Yang Li wanted Xiao Yang to betray me?” 

He Jichen still didn’t make a sound. 

This time, Qian Ge didn’t pause for too long before she continued. “You knew long ago that I was going 

to drug Ji Yi at the charity gala, so you told Yang Li to switch the drugs...” 
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“...At the same time, you let Yang Li take me away from the dining hall. After the drug kicked in, I was 

taken upstairs then Yang Li sent Chen Mingda the text?” 

Having figured everything out, Qian Ge saw that He Jichen still hadn’t said a word, so she asked, “Am I 

right?” 

“Looks like you’re not as dumb as I thought you were...” said He Jichen after a prolonged silence. “...But 

you forgot one point... You thought your luck changed lately and took on so many jobs, but Chen 

Enterprise didn’t give you those jobs...” 

As He Jichen said this, Qian Ge understood. The corners of her lips turned into a smile as she nodded 

endlessly and replied to He Jichen. “...Did you get those for me?” 

“You did it on purpose, didn’t you? After you got me those jobs, I thought of a plan to tell Xie Siyao. That 

made her think Chen Mingda and I were together; it made her think I sabotaged her to get with Chen 

Mingda.” 

“It was no wonder that Xie Siyao ruined herself and tried to drag me down. So as it turns out... so as it 

turns out... so as it turns out...” 

Qian Ge repeated “so as it turns out...” three times. After this, she started to chuckle. As she laughed 

and laughed, tears rolled down from the corners of her eyes. 

She was celebrating the fact that although she was screwed, it wasn’t at the hands of the man she liked. 

At the very least, she felt a little better. 

In the end, she was overthinking things. In the end, the person she loved personally pushed her into 

hell! 



She loved him so much. She loved him to the point where she fiercely hated him in the very end. But 

him? He never felt anything for her! 

“He Jichen, why did you do this to me?!” All of a sudden, Qian Ge started to go crazy and unleashed the 

anger brewing in her heart all these years. “You knew I loved you, so why couldn’t you treat me a little 

better? As long as you treated me a little better, I wouldn’t have ended up like this today!” 

“What about me isn’t good enough? Why do you only have eyes for her and not me?!” 

“Let me tell you! You’re the reason why I wanted her dead eight years ago! Did you really think I did it to 

be rich and famous in showbiz? I couldn’t care less!” 

“It was you. You forced me to hurt her! He Jichen, you forced me to hurt her!” 

“It was you!” 

As she said this, Qian Ge opened her mouth and started to cry with complete disregard for her image. 

At the very beginning, she just wanted to gain some recognition in his eyes, but from the beginning, he 

never gave her the tiniest bit of attention... She was jealous and hateful. She thought as long as Ji Yi 

died, He Jichen might fall in love with her, so she played a fatal game... 

With that thought, Qian Ge looked at He Jichen and asked with a cry in her voice, “If-if I didn’t do that to 

her back then... If-if I was always good friends with her all these years, would you-would you- look at 

me?” 

“No,” replied He Jichen calmly and bluntly. “I wouldn’t look at you at all. And there wouldn’t be any “ifs” 

because if you got another chance, you would do the same thing. It has nothing to do with me liking Ji Yi 

and it has nothing to do with you liking me. It’s about you – it’s the kind of person you are in your very 

bones!” 

With that said, He Jichen got up and grabbed his phone. He kicked the chair from behind him and got 

ready to leave. 

He took two steps then came to a stop. Without turning back to see Qian Ge’s crying face, he flatly said, 

“Do you know what the stain in my life is? It isn’t that I stabbed you. It’s that you fell for me.” 

– 

Everything at the BL Charity Gala was broadcasted live online. 

The commotion concerning Qian Ge and Xie Siyao didn’t fade from Weibo until an entire half month 

later. 

Although everyone knew He Jichen really did stab Qian Ge, the discussion online changed. However, not 

everyone understood it. Some people thought He Jichen was wrong for stabbing Qian Ge. 

However, it didn’t matter if the comments were good or bad – it wasn’t important to Ji Yi and He Jichen 

anymore. 

Ji Yi didn’t take any more jobs and for the time being, He Jichen wasn’t going to take over He 

Enterprises. Seeing as they were both free, He Jichen took Ji Yi abroad on vacation. 



They returned to China after a month. 

On the night of their return, Ji Yi and He Jichen had plans to meet Chen Bai, Han Zhifan, Tang Huahua, Li 

Da, Zhuang Yi, and Bo He at China World Hotel Beijing for dinner. 

It was already twelve at night by the time the dinner party was over. 

He Jichen and Ji Yi held hands as they walked some distance by the main road before they got into the 

slow-moving car behind them. 

As they had a long flight, Ji Yi was a little tired. She took a shower when they got home. The two of them 

didn’t do anything but silently hugged each other to sleep. 

That night, He Jichen didn’t know why but his heart raced unusually fast. He abruptly woke up from his 

dream then instinctively turned to look at Ji Yi. When he saw that she was sleeping soundly in his arms, 

he let out a sigh of relief. However, before he could relax, Ji Yi suddenly cried as her whole body balled 

up. 

He Jichen instantly woke up from the fright, sat up then anxiously cried, “Xiao Yi, what’s wrong?” 

Ji Yi covered her stomach and didn’t look up for a good while. Her face was pale white as she told He 

Jichen with a trembling voice, “He Jichen, my stomach suddenly hurts...” 

Chapter 940: A Billion Stars Can’t Amount to You (40) 

 

Stomach hurts? 

Everything was just fine, so why is her stomach hurting all of sudden? 

He Jichen reached out and felt Ji Yi’s head. After ensuring her body temperature was normal, he reached 

his hand out to her abdomen. “Does it hurt here?” 

“No. It’s here...” Ji Yi grabbed He Jichen’s hand and moved it down to her lower abdomen. 

He Jichen instinctively thought Ji Yi had period cramps, but after he asked her about it, Ji Yi thought for a 

while and shook her head. This pain was different from period cramps. 

He Jichen hadn’t studied medicine, so he couldn’t tell what was going on. He noticed that Ji Yi’s little 

face had turned pale. Then, without hesitation, he grabbed his phone from the bedside and gave Dr. Xia 

a call. 

It was really late and Dr. Xia could’ve been asleep; nobody picked up. 

He Jichen was afraid Ji Yi wouldn’t be able to take the pain, so he immediately put the phone down. “I’m 

taking you to the hospital,” he told Ji Yi softly. Then he removed the covers and hurried over to grab 

clothes for the two of them from the wardrobe. 

He Jichen quickly put on a jacket then bent over to dress Ji Yi. 

Midway, Ji Yi lifted her head and looked over at He Jichen. “He Jichen, I think it doesn’t hurt anymore...” 



Ji Yi paused as she carefully felt her abdomen and smiled at He Jichen. “It really doesn’t hurt. We don’t 

have to go to the hospital,” she continued to say. 

He Jichen was still worried. “It’s better to take a look at it.” 

“You don’t have to...” To show that she really wasn’t in pain anymore, Ji Yi stretched her body in He 

Jichen’s arms after she said this. 

Seeing as she was back to her lively self, He Jichen felt a little better, but he was still adamant. “It can’t 

be bad to get a check-up at the hospital.” 

Ji Yi saw how adamant He Jichen was and hesitated for a moment before obediently agreeing with a 

nod. 

He Jichen continued to help Ji Yi get dressed then he held her hand as they walked down the stairs and 

headed for the nearest hospital. 

Because it was early in the morning, there wasn’t anyone in the emergency department. 

The on-call doctor was dozing off at the office when he saw the two of them walking in. He yawned and 

asked, “Which department are you looking for?” 

Ji Yi wasn’t sure which department, so she replied, “My stomach hurts.” 

The on-call doctor thought about it for a while and gave her a ticket to wait at the gynecology and 

obstetrics department. “Third floor, take a right.” 

Men were forbidden in the gynecology and obstetrics department, so Ji Yi went in alone. 

There was a rather older female doctor who questioned Ji Yi on her symptoms and gave her a regular 

check-up. 

It was early in the morning, so she didn’t need to line up and the check-up was over very quickly. 

Soon after, Ji Yi picked up some forms. 

Before the doctor gave her the results from her urine test, Ji Yi already knew what was going on. 

Am I pregnant? 

She planned to have a baby and now she was pregnant. 

All of a sudden, Ji Yi cheerfully ran over to He Jichen to share the good news. 

After He Jichen heard the news, he was instantly stunned. He clearly felt his heart beating incredibly 

fiercely for a moment. 

However, the two of them weren’t overjoyed about the new life for long, as they thought about the 

immense pain Ji Yi suddenly felt back at home... 

 


